Rat Race

COAST TO COAST

£500 VS £5000
VS

DOES MONEY BEAT
EXPERIENCE?
RIDER TWO
NAME: JON WOODHOUSE
BIKE: PIVOT MACH 429
PRICE: £4950
SPEC: CARBON, 100MM
FULL SUSPENSION, 28.3LB
FITNESS LEVEL: HIGH

RIDER ONE
NAME: GUY KESTEVEN
BIKE: FOCUS WHISTLER
PRICE: £479
SPEC: ALUMINIUM, 100MM
HARDTAIL, 30.6LB
FITNESS LEVEL: RABID
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coast to coast challenge

The challenge
win the ride from the west coast of england to the east,
via the Lake district, the yorkshire dales and the north
yorkshire moors, on the rat race: The crossing
without killing the bikes, cheating or dying
Words: Guy Kesteven Photos: Russell Burton

W

ith 15 minutes before
registration closes,
the quayside at
Whitehaven is awash
with last-minute activity. I’ve barely
got time for a brief glance at ‘my’
bike for the next three days and
330km of my life.
It’s an entry-level hardtail, a
Focus Whistler, complete with
colour-coded Schwalbe tyres and
Suntour forks. The stem’s fairly long
at 100mm and the 640mm bars are
narrow for that traditional crosscountry ‘top-half-of-an-anchor’
steering feel, but it fits me, it’s got
a lockout for road climbs and
Tektro disc brakes for the descents.
Nevertheless, Jon is looking pretty
smug as he rolls his Shimano XT and
Fox shock-equipped carbon Pivot
429 past into the overnight bike
park. I’m not losing sleep over it

though, even if that’s because by the
time we’re sorted it’s past midnight
and we need to get up in four and a
half hours to get to the start.

dawn ra id

Breakfast plans are abandoned in
favour of a Torq bar as we dib our
timing chips at 6am and roll out
through a sleeping Whitehaven.
The Focus is skimming along the
Tarmac nicely on its hard plastic
tyres, which I’m running at 50psi
to guard against pinch flats.
The first little kick climb reveals
the fork’s plastic lockout lever
doesn’t actually click round to locked
– there goes my one ‘bonus feature’.
I grimace and pogo amongst the
pack on undamped rebound. That
pack is a proper mixed bag of riders
and machines with everything from

screamingly bling 29er hardtails to
6in travel all-mountain bikes, plus
an unstoppable Polish lass on a
hybrid. I’m certainly not feeling out
of place on the Focus as we roar
along the gravel cycle path towards
the ominously rising hills of the Lake
District ahead.

rough but not ready

Things get interesting on the first
off-road climb as we zigzag through
stalling riders weaving all over the
rocky farm track. The fork bounce
makes traction sketchy while
standing, but the hardtail Focus
powers upwards well enough to put
a gap into Jon as I dive over the
summit. Attacking the loose rock
descent hard isn’t a smart move
though, as the cheap, skinny
2.1in tyres are skittering and
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drifting wildly and the brakes aren’t
giving me any workable feedback –
I barely make the next turns and
skim close to wiping out on the
drystone walls. Jon is pissing himself
laughing, having watched the
carnage from his stable, surefooted
vantage point behind.
I haven’t actually crashed though,
and I did gap him on the climb so I
reckon that’s an early lead for the
Focus as we crack on through the
Lakes. It seems there’s no relation
between riders, bikes and their
speed on the roads or the Whinlatter
singletrack; some riders are belting
along on bikes cheaper than mine,
while others are barely moving on
proper boutique bling. I’m about to
point out to Jon how they’re proving
the same point the Focus is – that
more money doesn’t make you faster
– when he totally vanishes down the
next sketchy gravel downhill, as my
wooden Tektros howl under two sets
of white knuckles. Oh.

grim determination

We head through the halfway pit
stop and into the first big climb of
the day. Keswick Coach Road is a

Whitehaven was
overrun with Rat
Racers. The swans were
disqualified on day two

The national parks of
the north of England
are fantastic – and
it didn’t rain!

serious pull that’s already lined with
sweat-soaked Rat Racers pushing
bikes, but I’m gutted when the
gripless Smart Sam tyre spins out on
a ledge near the bottom. I check
over my shoulder and Jon’s stalled
out too, so I jump straight back on
to make a point/be annoying.
My Shimano Acera gear shifting
isn’t great under pressure so it’s just
a case of picking a ratio, sticking
with it and threading up the thin
ribbon of rock and grass that forms
the margin of the relentless slope.
The bouncing fork is still a problem,
but the cockpit that felt so sketchy
on the gravel is okay as long as I
keep it in a straight line.
The pushers I’m passing add
welcome encouragement as my
pulse throbs in my helmet. It’s a
bloody relief when the slope eases
into another epic view, but my
bargain bike has bagged pretty
much every possible scalp on
the climb, including Jon’s – he’s
cleaned the climb but is well over
a minute slower.
And then the big descent we’ve
earned turns out to be on a road, so
Jon’s not gaining any advantage
there either. Ha.

Guy blends in with the crowd
like Captain Sensible at
a midnight mass
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the eVent
e took part in the inaugural ‘The
W
Crossing’ event. It’s a mountain
bike epic, covering the 315km between

Whitehaven on the west coast of
Cumbria and Scarborough on the east
coast of Yorkshire. That’s over 100km a
day in each of the three northern
national parks – the Lakes, the Dales
and North Yorks Moors.

We’re catering for a wide
range of riders from
hardened racers to have-a-goheroes. With ﬁnish times varying
from ﬁve-and-a-half hours to 15,
there has to be more road than
off-road. There are still some
brutal crawl and/or carry climbs
and some sketchy descents, as
well as sweet singletrack and
stunning views through some
of the most amazing
scenery in the country.
GARY TOMPSETT

Route designer and adventure racing legend

The start, ﬁnish and overnight stops –
plus all the bag-shuttling and
way-marking – were astonishingly
well-organised considering the
distances and numbers involved,
making this a truly memorable event
for all the right reasons.

“Some riders are belting along on bikes
cheaper than mine, while others are
barely moving on proper boutique bling”

NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
CARLISLE

START: WHITEHAVEN

MIDDLESBROUGH

lake DistRict

noRth YoRk MooRs

FINISH: SCARBOROUGH

YoRkshiRe Dales

LEEDS
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“I find myself pondering the Focus
now the going’s smooth enough
that I can actually, you know, focus”
Push and pop

The real crux of the whole day is the
super-steep and rocky singletrack
climb out of Patterdale. With 70km
already in our legs it’s an absolute
sod, and while Jon and I clean a few
bits it’s still mostly a push to the top.
The steep start of the descent
reveals a double-edged sword in the
Focus arsenal. While the quickrelease seatpost means the saddle
can be properly slammed – the drop
on Jon’s Pivot is seriously restricted
by that clever suspension – the
fork’s totally uncontrolled rebound
and subsequent whacking top-out
is damn near lethal. I have to walk
the steepest, biggest rock section…
but Jon only gets a few metres

further before it gets too much for
the Pivot too.
He properly flies the lower section
though, while I desperately try to
keep the Whistler vaguely on the
trail as the front end threatens to
explode in my gloves over every big
bump. I’m not surprised when my
attempts to keep up on the next
rocky descent leave my rear tyre flat.
Jon is long gone.
The sun is absolutely scorching
and we try not to boil our brains in
airless helmets as we tempo the last
long climb up over the moors
towards the overnight finish at Shap.
Even having recharged with a bit of
neolithic-druid-om-energy in a
hilltop stone circle, we’ve done more

That undamped fork’s
taking off whether Guy
wants it to or not…

than enough pedalling for the day
when the finish appears in view. I
out-sprint Jon for line anyway,
because I’m like that.
I’ve had enough of the high-rise
stem and stack of spacers making
me feel more like a shopper than a
racer, so I flip everything to lower
the bars as far as I can. Otherwise
both bikes are still running fine, so
it’s time to pop open the pup tent,
refuel and relax, ready to do it all
again tomorrow.

Day 2 remember

It’s a slightly more forgiving 7am
start, but it’s too hot for a bacon
butty already – it’s another Torq

A lead pack emerged, and mostly
easy terrain meant Guy could
keep pace on the £500 Focus
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The bikes

Focus Whistler £479

With a 27-speed Shimano transmission and Schwalbe tyres
the Focus is well equipped, but like most sub-£500 bikes the
undamped fork and dodgy cockpit are control cripplers.
See the full review at http://bit.ly/10ZSbvI
www.focus-bikes.com

Pivot Mach 429 Carbon
XT Pro £4950

It’s not the lightest, but the Pivot is an outstandingly stiff
and capable bike, especially when equipped with a full suite
of XT drivetrain and Fox suspension, as here.
See the full review at http://bit.ly/14YtW1w
www.upgradebikes.co.uk

bar binge to start the day. Yummy.
The grassy singletrack over the
limestone moor is equally parched,
and the rather fine ram’s skull I pick
up for the bars looks more lively
than many Rat Racers do while
spinning blearily up the first climb.
The tooth-rattling (for both me and
the sheep’s head) singletrack off the
far side is an absolute blast. Jon
points out that while my lines into
rocky sections look good, my exits
seem more than a little random…
and it’s not long until an overtake
on a line of riders down a rocky
double track brings on pinch flat
number two.
Letting Jon ahead for the next
section of dirt makes it obvious that
simple, pig-headed effort and
mechanical ignorance can’t keep
those big, smoothly-suspended

narrow bars and long stem of my
Whistler just can’t keep the
randomly bouncing fork on line up
the next super-steep loose rock
climb. I’m cursing as Jon’s wide bars
and big wheels hold course and
traction as he spins steadily towards
the skyline.
I eventually winch him back in
as the trail smooths out, but lose
him again as I overshoot an offcamber turn, my crappy tyres
sliding wildly off the side of the
hill. Whenever the trail calls for
actual control Jon vanishes with
irritating ease. Still, I don’t puncture
in pursuit this time, though a rough
riverbed trail leaves my gears
clutching at straws while Jon’s
clutch-assisted mech gives the
Pivot another palpable edge in
speed and control.

“My plucky 500 quid flyer is still running
fine, and the more balanced position
means my hands and arse feel better”
wheels in check over grassy,
stutter-bump singletrack. I try to put
some time into Jon on the gruelling
(but smooth) road climb out of
Kirkby Stephen, then take in more
water and energy bars – plus the
stunning views.
We head towards Swaledale and
I find myself pondering the Focus
now the going’s smooth enough
that I can actually, you know,
focus. A Euro-style event like this
explains a lot about German bikes
and gear; I begin to see why Focus,
Scott, Cube and other Euro bikes
always have front and rear lockouts,
and the little half-eaten-energybar-sized pocket on my Gore bib
shorts suddenly seems the best
idea ever.

Losing Focus

While they’re typical for the price,
rather than particularly German, the

Panini power

With 70km of constant chase in my
legs and a weakening resolve, I’m
more than happy to dodge slightly
off route for coffee and proper food
at the Dales Bike Centre. My panini
obviously contains more power than
Jon’s beans on toast, so I lead out
around the sweet contouring
singletrack towards Richmond.
There’s nothing in the remaining
40km of back roads, field-side
singletrack and gravel track to rattle
the Focus either, so I’m still feeling
strong as we dib into the finish 100
places higher than the previous day.
My plucky 500 quid flyer is still
running fine, and the more balanced
position (plus a better pair of shorts)
means my hands and arse actually
feel better than they did yesterday.
To me at least, if no one else.
With no photographer to slow us
down tomorrow, and a home run to

Note Guy’s pro-level
Dog-tent, Jon’s 1000-yard
stare and the dodgy drunk
chap laughing at them
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the coast, it’s time to see what the
Focus can do at the sharp end
of the pack.

Third time lucky

After another dog tired dog-tent
sleep and a Torq protein shake
breakfast, I’m first at the start line.
A mile in and four obviously fast lads
come blitzing past, and I jump into
line on their wheels.
The banter is buoyant during our
big-ring charge, and we put big time
into the rest of the field – including
Jon on his posh Pivot – before
hitting the steep scarp up into Boltby
Forest, onto the top of the moors.
The Focus is holding its own against
top-flight full sussers as we climb
through the early-morning mist,
scattering deer on the first descent.
The rattling pounding and the
fight for control on proper technical
descents are shaking me to bits
though, and my legs suddenly empty
as we spit out of a super-sketchy
woodsy plummet and hit a fire road
climb. I’m off the back, out of gas
and in trouble, but so is the fifth
man… I dig bone marrow deep and
claw my way back onto the wheels
of the lead three long enough to
grab an energy bar. I’m being rattled
onto the ropes by the Focus as the
relentlessly rough rise and fall
continues. After manning up twice
more after descents, the strain of
marshalling the uncontrolled fork,
indecisive gears and ill-balanced
cockpit has worn me to a dusty
emptiness. I finally lose contact after
clocking the first 50km in two hours.

Death rattle

Luck is on my side, as the pit stop is
just round the corner and Woody –
one of the lead riders – is trying to
repair his leaking rear shock. For
once I’m delighted the Focus is a
hardtail; I just dib my timing tag,
grab some butties and sneak a head
start. Eventual winner Sam Pantling
comes piling past a couple of
miles later, but I’m already on

The climbs are punishing, and Guy
suffers from a fork lockout that
immediately fails – standing
to climb means effort-wasting bob

Guy cried a lake into existence
when Jon refused to swap bikes
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the people
Rat Race is an online adventure equipment
specialist that also runs a whole range of
extremely well-organised events, ranging from
urban multi-sport races to coast to coast epics.
It prides itself on making events challenging yet
accessible, and creating an atmosphere of
inspiration, not intimidation. You couldn’t ask
for a better organised or more enthusiastic
team to help you push your limits.
See www.ratrace.com for details.

the long push over into Dalby Forest
before Woody and Fraser pass me.
My knees are throbbing, my arms
are numb and my guts are ruined,
but I’m determined to hang onto
these stupid bars – and fourth place
– over the last 25km.
With leg-cramping pushes,
rolling fire roads, woody singletrack
and miles of baked-field trails, it
seems entire geological epochs pass
before I rattle into the outskirts of
Scarborough. I’m properly euphoric
as I gun the Focus round the
seafront towards the finish line.
And then my lucky ram’s head and
druidy-om power kicks in… Fraser

and Woody have missed a crucial
marker and I’m actually ahead of
them! I take second on the day, with
100km in just under five hours.

Cost effective?

After half an hour with my finisher’s
ice cream and medal, Jon rolls the
Pivot over the line. He’s 10th, but
looks a lot fresher than I feel.
Proving a point on the Focus over
the past three days has been
punishing; there’s no doubt the Pivot
is by far the best, easiest and most
controlled ride. It hasn’t wasted
nearly as much of Jon’s energy.

Even spending 10
times more won’t let
you beat a fitter rider
on average trails

Nevertheless, with the right
attitude, a lot of effort and a lucky
sheep’s skull, you can still have a
brilliant time (and be competitive)
whatever the bike – if only because a
basic hardtail can cope with, if not
master, basic terrain. There just
wasn’t enough harder going on this
ride to let a more capable bike
stretch its legs and get ahead.
For all its brilliance, the Pivot
didn’t allow the equally skilled but
slightly less fit Jon to beat me. I
wonder how much quicker I’d have
been on the Mach 429 if things were
reversed. Maybe I’ll ask Jon if he
wants a rematch next year…
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